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Dear SJC Community, here are highlights from our SJC calendar.
CELEBRATING THE BEAUTY OF MOTHER TONGUES
To promote the learning of Mother Tongues beyond textbooks, the MT Department organized various
enrichment activities such as a Chinese crosstalk, “Laughing All the Way” and a Tamil Creative-Writing
Workshop in Term 3. These culminated in an afternoon of fun-filled activities in the last week of Term
3. On 30 August 2016, while the ML and TL unit provided the Sec 1-3 students with exposure to
different languages through different activities, the CL unit held SJC’s inaugural Chinese singing
competition, The Voice of SJC. Here are some of our students’ reflections.

Word Play
I had not heard about Chinese Crosstalk until I watched the performance. Since then, I have begun to
like Crosstalk and want to know more about it. Besides this interesting show, I also learnt that correct
pronunciation is essential as mispronunciations may lead to misunderstandings. Also, I learnt more
about the history of Singapore and how despite being a small island, Singapore is able to achieve such
great success. I think through the dance performed, I better understood the importance of racial
harmony as well. I think we can improve our grasp of the Chinese language by watching more of such
plays to boost our interest in the language and culture – Valerie Oh (1E)
I think the most important way to improve is to read more so as to broaden my knowledge of all the
Chinese phrases and words which can be used in my Chinese compositions or oral. Whenever I
encounter any words that I do not understand or anything that I do not comprehend, I would seek my
teacher’s guidance and jot down notes along the way. I think watching Chinese plays is a good way to
keep us interested in learning Chinese. Watching a play is not only interesting and enjoyable, I also get
to learn a wide range of phrases. It is like killing two birds with one stone! Overall, I felt that I had an
enjoyable time watching the play that the school has arranged for all of us. – Tan Ci Qi, Amelissa (1E)
Cultural Games
Tamil students had an enriching session learning traditional games. We focused on 2 traditional
games, ‘Adu Puli Attam’ and ‘Thayam’. We learnt the origin of the games, how these got their names
and how they are played. We were given sufficient time to play and to clarify our doubts. At the end,
we were able to clearly understand the games. We were really happy that we could learn something
new and appreciate Tamil culture more. Understanding our Tamil tradition and culture better is
essential in our daily lives to sustain the Tamil language for future generations. – Princess Gladia (1D)
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Festive
Cultural Cuisines: Making Ondeh-Ondeh

I learnt how to make the green Malay delicacy ondeh-ondeh. Ondeh-ondeh in shaped like a ball, has gula
melaka filling and is covered with grated coconut. It was an enjoyable experience because I get to make
my own kuih by myself, with some help from my partner. At first it turned out quite bad because the filling
was too little. But we asked for help from the trainer and she gave us tips on how to improve our skills. I
enjoyed the session and we look forward to more MT Fortnight activities. - Nur Syafeena (1A)

RANGOLI
The Rangoli workshop was a fruitful and memorable experience. We
become more aware of the different elements of our culture. Rangoli is
usually drawn with coloured rice, at the entrance of a house, to welcome
guests. Although it may seem simple at first glance, it requires a lot of
creativity and patience. A basic Rangoli design is of man-made objects
like clay pots and natural images such as flowers and peacocks. To
create beautiful works of Rangoli, one has to have great patience.
Unfortunately, this beautiful part of our culture is slowly vanishing. As life
has become increasingly demanding, Indians have no time to practice
this ancient art. Through this enriching session, we have learned more
about the history of Rangoli and how to create them. – T.S. Vasanaa
(2E) and K. D. Diana Priyanka (2F)
PUBLIC SPEAKING
Before the Tamil Language Public Speaking workshop, I thought that
this would be uninteresting. However, the activity turned out to be very engaging as we learnt useful tips
for public speaking. I find it interesting listening and watching friends from different classes apply what
they had learnt in front of everyone. I realised that public speaking is not as difficult or intimidating as it
sounds. In fact, I think anyone can do public speaking – we just need some ideas and to apply the tips
taught and then we are good to go! - Khairunissa Bte Hamidon (3A)

DIKIR BARAT
At first, I was not really thrilled to learn dikir barat because I had no
knowledge of it. I assumed it was just a traditional Malay art.
However during the activity, I was extremely mesmerised by the
history of this Malay art. I also learnt that we do not necessarily
need to use musical instruments to make music because the dikir
barat songs and hand actions are enough to captivate the
audience. The activity was enjoyable. I am glad that I had the
opportunity to experience this.- Siti Shymira (2C)
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LEARNING A LANGUAGE THROUGH
THE BEAUTY OF MUSIC
Given our girls love of music and
singing, the CL Unit organised
SJC’s inaugural Chinese Singing
Competition, “The Voice of SJC”
( 圣 婴 好 声 音 ) during the MT
Fortnight. The competition had 3
selection rounds, Preliminary, Semifinal and Final. The first 2 rounds
were done online, with students
submitting their entries in video files
for online voting for the semifinalists.
Many entries were
submitted as the theme of the
singing competition, ‘Let Your
Dreams Soar’ was one our girls
related well to. However, only 10
budding singers could be shortlisted
for the second round. Students and
teachers of SJC were invited to
listen to the shortlisted singers and
vote for their favourite singer to
enter the finals via the official
website.
During the finals, audience were
treated to popcorn and bubble tea
while enjoying the concert by the 6
finalists. Ms Ho, our Principal,
delivered the opening speech in
Mandarin. She shared eloquently
about her own journey learning
Mandarin, and how the language
has helped her in her work as a principal.
Singapore’s Xinyao veterans Jiu Jian and Huang Hong Mo, and songbird Lin Si Tong graced the occasion
as our judges, giving insightful advice to our talented singers. They also performed some of their music,
and had the packed school hall singing along enthusiastically to these familiar favourites. SJC’s English
and Social Studies teacher, Miss Samantha Tan, also charmed the audience with her rendition of 2
Mandarin songs, a lovely example of bilingualism at play.
the
Congratulations to the winners of the inaugural
Voice of SJC:
Callie Neo from 2G (1st)
Beatrice Pung from 4C (2nd)
Chan Xin Rui Chantel from 1F (3rd)
To all SJC’s songbirds and supporters, Thank You for
your enthusiastic participation! Continue to deepen
your singing skills and let your dreams soar!
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Here are reflections from our student participants and their supporters:
I learned many things from this experience although I did not get into the Top 6. For example, I learned
that singing is not just about performing the songs that you like. Performing a song is also about knowing
how to pick the right songs that are suitable for your voice, because not every song is suitable for
everyone. For example, 林俊杰（twilight) is actually suitable for people who are able to hit the high notes.
Secondly, singing also involves facial and emotional expression. One would be able to perform better if he
or she sings with expression. Thus, it is It is important to fully understand every word in the lyrics. Cherlene Lee (2E)
Together with my friends, I really enjoyed being Callie’s supporters. We could not believe our ears when
we heard that Callie was in the Top 2. We were extremely happy when Callie was announced as the
champion and gave her a standing ovation. We were really thankful for all our teachers and friends that
have also supported Callie in this event. I hope this event will happen again in SJC as it is one of the
unique opportunities where students can showcase their talents. We also got to know and learn more
Chinese songs in class, for example, when we completed some worksheets based on the lyrics of songs
that the finalists chose to perform. – Milcah Sze Hui Feng (2G)
I was extremely fearful of joining the competition at first because I was scared of not being able to go very
far and getting kicked out in the early rounds. However, my teachers and friends told me to dump the fear
and just go for it because doing my best would be what mattered most in the end.
I actually almost quit the competition, but with extra persuasion from my teachers and friends, I didn’t back
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This was truly an eye opening experience for me and I would love to do it again. – Band Musician/Actress,
This Neo,
experience
Callie
Sec 2Gmade me realise that competitions aren’t all about winning, they are about the process
you go through. If you don’t win a competition, you can always try again, but if you miss the important
learning points, you might never be able to find them again. – Winner, Callie Neo (2G)
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LEARNING THROUGH HELPING: IJ YOUTH MISSION’S OUTREACH
In late May, IJ Youth Mission members joined a
group of adult volunteers who started a food
delivery project on Saturday mornings. 14 IJYM
students helped to distribute packed lunch and
groceries to needy families. While seniors had
participated in such outreach efforts in previous
years, this was a new experience for many juniors
as they visited residents of the one-room flats
bringing essential items like milk, cereals and
bread. The following are some of their reflections
about their experience:
IJYM members with volunteers unloading items
I realized that even in an affluent country like Singapore, there are still people who struggle to purchase
basic necessities such as food. There are people out there who may not be as fortunate as I am. I have
learnt a valuable lesson which is to appreciate what I have. - Higgins Britney Lin (3H)
To be honest, I was unprepared for what I learnt today. At the end, I felt guilty about taking for granted the
things that I have been given but never really appreciated. Now, every time I eat a meal, I thank God for
the food that he has kindly provided me, and I pray for other poor and unfortunate people around the
globe; that they will get good and nutritious food. I am glad that I came today. This has taught me a
valuable lesson I will remember for the rest of my life. - Joy Foo (1G)
It was a meaningful and enriching experience for me. Even
though it was a little tiring, I felt that it was worth the effort and
time. This experience made me learn that I should cherish
what I have and not take it for granted. - Amanda Lim (3G)
The experience was an eye-opener. Before this, I believed
that all Singaporeans led relatively comfortable lives. Today’s
trip has made me aware of the needy among us and I have
come to value the things I have. - Michelle Yap (1G)
I always thought that the living conditions of everyone in
Singapore were comfortable and that everyone was able to
IJYM members with adult volunteers
support themselves. Singaporeans are usually thought to be
sorting out the donated items
very well-off. But I was wrong. This experience opened my
eyes to the challenges of Singaporeans who are not able to
even get basic necessities. After this experience, I have become more appreciative of what I have and I
am thankful to have been able to participate in today’s work. - Natasha Fernandez (2D)

IJYouth Mission members and teachers with community volunteers, young and old
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